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"Its message is right now and to the heart, above the politics of war using awesome professional talent

from all over the world: fusion sounds from the South Bronx, authentic African Rap, smooth jazz, folk

rock, and modern pop." 8 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With Music, FOLK: Folk Pop Details: We are the

Annihilated. We've gathered here in LA awesome professional talent from all over the world, to create

NEW sounds! Vinny brings his fusion sounds from the South Bronx. Joe is an original West African

Rapper. Bujou is introducing his 26- string Cora (passed down from his royal grandfather). Stuart splits

his time, sometimes playing lead guitar for the band JEWEL and sometimes laying down tracks for us.

We finally got Curt to make his home studio in LA, after flying high, managing the sounds of big-name

tours in Europe and Asia. Jen's not only a professional jazz vocalist and a Southern Cal beach girl, but

her husband is a fighting fireman (would you believe it). Of course, Nasty Mouth, is to blame for the lyrics.

A few of the songs from our just released CD are: "Checkmate RIAA!", "Breaking Mirrors", "How is Your

Sky", "If I Had a Dream", and the title tune, WAR MOVIE. Enjoy the brand new creation by visiting us at

rnowmusic.com Postmodern War Anthem. Very inventive, thought provoking, and groovy war

commentary..... this is a masterpeice--thornblossom, Hamlet, Nebraska .....very lush and verdant,

heartfelt, pretty, frivolous, serious, funky, folky, James Brown and Talking Heads, Bowie in his Eighties

disguises, inflated, swelling, sampling, very very very interesting and the part with the soul singer coming

in is beautiful---Saintbob, Glasgow, Argyll, United Kingdom Lots of stuff going on. Cool clips mixed in. A

musical collage with a message. Good production, nice feel.---Ishmael 88, Washington Twp, New Jersey

... it does have that Claptony feel of the guitar along with a touch of Keb Mo thrown in too!!---kyodylee,

dmusic.com wow what a blend of genres and style...i didnt know such a merge could work..but it

does...and well!!--- blubat, dmusic.com WOW!!! My favorite. This has so many influences,
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WOW!!!!---tsand19151, dmusic.com
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